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English
We have very much been enjoying Wild Boy! The children have been thinking about the clues in this mystery
and who the wicked murderer may be. The book has also given us a start point for many discussions around
subjects such as equality, discrimination and rights. In addition to using Wild Boy for writing, we have also
been writing alternative traditional tales in Storytelling week. Here are some examples of our writing:

Maths
In Maths, we have been doing lots of learning around fractions. We have taken the learning back to basics, to
really underpin the childrens’ understanding, before moving on to looking at concepts such as mixed number
fractions and improper fractions, as well as ordering fractions and even adding and subtracting with them.
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Science
In Science, we have been learning about light. Children have investigated with light to find out about how light
travels and how we see. The children experimented with light boxes to make a shadow puppet show, as well
as making periscopes to learn about light and reflection.

Design and Technology
In DT, we have been learning to join materials. To do this, we sewed our own bunting, joining triangles of felt to
ribbon and creating our own designs. We took inspiration from our Victorians topic: some of us created bunting
celebrating Queen Victoria, while others made Victorian style floral patterns.
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Forest School and Cooking
Year 5 have also been lucky enough to attend Forest School or Cooking sessions this term, which the children
have absolutely loved! From designing dens, to crafting wooden hedgehogs; from baking bread to creating
cakes, Year 5 have been developing their practical skills sets, as well as their teamwork and communication.


